
UBSCAN

The first sovereign and certifying vulnerability
scan is charged per IP.

UBscan is committed to tracking down the smallest
security vulnerability in your information systems. 

WITH UBSCAN, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PERFORM A COMPLETE 
UPDATE OF YOUR SYSTEMS TO : 

Eliminate
potential

security flaws

contact@ubcom.eu www.ubcom.eu

Improve the 
interoperability

and 
automatisation 
of your internal

systems

Regain speed 
and fluidity of 

execution

Build anti-
compromise 

borders

About: UBCOM is a Swiss strategic cybersecurity and secrecy protection agency, founded in
2014. UBCOM acts in cyber risk prevention and protects the tactical and strategic information
asset of companies. The agency offers concrete solutions in cyber defence, secrecy protection
and digital sovereignty. Its mission is to protect the economic interests of international players
in the global marketplace against economic intelligence and corporate spying.



UBSCAN

ASSESS YOUR VULNERABILITIES 
QUICKLY TO BETTER PROTECT 
YOURSELF 

HOW DOES UBSCAN WORK ? 

WHY CHOSE UBSCAN ? 
Our experts guide you through the identification of your vulnerabilities to correct them and lower your
cyber risk. Ubscan is the only tool on the market protected by the Swiss constitution and paid « by the IP ».

« Thanks to UBscan, a vulnerability allowing a potential data breach was
identified in our servers. 
This discovery happened a few weeks before a hacker tried to find the 
administrators passwords. We narrwoly avoided heavy legal proceedings and 
damages to our reputation. »

Depending on the industry, UBscan adapts the scanning format and scans every piece of 
equipment which connection to the corporate network could constitute a compromise. 
Servers, printers, IOTs, anything with an IP address, vulnerable or not, is scanned.

CIO of an SME in the 
health sector

UBscan identifies the weaknesses of your information systems and UBCOM helps you to 
remedy them. 

Ultra-fast integration
and remote analysis

with technology

Cost reduction through
IP-based, commitment-

free scanning

Protection of your
data by hosting the 
detailed report in 

Switzerland

Granting of certifications 
as a result of 

vulnerability scanning 
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